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Abstract 
Takyas and Khanaqahs in the south of Kurdistan at the end of 

Ottomans Era 
 

With Spreading the belief of Qadri and Naqshbandi in the south of 
Kurdistan, Takyas and Khanaqahs were established continuously with some 
other centers and place in the region as a religious site and worship places 
for Derwesh and Sufies to their spiritoud and religious ceremonies. Despite 
the role of this religious process as a place for implementing their religious 
rites, they guide, invoke and learn as well as this method have cultural, 
social role, in which they attempt to perform and protect social custom. 
These sites, also, became polical needs because they are organic relations 
Ottoman Era. These beliefs are used to draw normal peoples attention to 
sultans. Thes, this stady is an attept to discase the appearance and 
development of the most important Takyas and Khanaqahs in south 
Kurdistan, at the end of the Ottomans Era.It also, outlines to the various 
roles of the most significant shekhs in this period. 


